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INTRODUCTION
The West London Shooting School (WLSS) is the UK’s

In addition to individual tuition, we also cater for large

oldest independent shooting school. We have been

corporate parties and charitable events. The School

offering expert tuition and gun-fitting for well over

offers fine dining in Stanbury’s Restaurant and a full

a century in beautiful surroundings a mere 12 miles
from London’s West End.

range of guns, clothing, equipment and accessories
from our West London Gun Room and Shop.

With over a hundred traps and stands in superbly laid

In recent years we have extended our out-of-season

out grounds, we teach every possible variation of game

service with Game Flyer simulated shooting days

shooting to all standards of shots, from beginners to

at five
two sporting estates across the south of England

experts. Our distinctive style of shooting and tuition

between March and July.

owes much to the great Percy Stanbury, arguably one

We have been proud to welcome many generations of

of the finest shots who ever lived, who taught at the

118 years and look
clients to the School over the last 110

School for more than 20 years.

forward to welcoming you.
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A CENTURY OF SHOOTING EXCELLENCE
The West London Shooting School was founded in

and team
established
shot alike
to develop
progress
our
of instructors,
who
combineand
Stan’s
basic

1901 by Richmond Watson. With the sport enjoying

their own style,
has been continued
Alan Rose and
principles
with techniques
from otherbymainstream

unprecedented popularity in Edwardian England,

sports,
particularly
tennis
andcombine
golf. Stan’s basic
our team
of instructors,
who

he identified a need to improve accuracy and style,
together with correct gun-fit.

principles
other in
mainstream
The
Schoolwith
has techniques
been closelyfrom
involved
clay shooting
sports,
particularly
tennis
and
golf.
since its inception and hosts both a FITASC series and

The School was originally based at Perivale, where

School
has been annually,
closely involved
shooting
aThe
major
competition
stagingin
theclay
British
Open

the Hoover Building now stands, but vacated this site

since its inception
and has
hosted
a range of
major
Sporting
Championship
from
its inception
until
the

in 1931 when the A40 Western Avenue was built and

competitions including the British Open Sporting
1980s.

took up residence at its current home in Northolt. The

Championship,
FITASC
CPSA.grounds is essentially
Whilst
the layout
of theand
shooting
Whilst
theaslayout
grounds
is essentially
the
same
it wasofinthe
theshooting
1930s, many
improvements

School remained open throughout the Second World
in 1947 spoiling
sporting champion
champion Percy
Percy Stanbury
Stanbury
War and In
(Stan) followed up a distinguished wartime career by
becoming head instructor and manager, remaining

the same
it wasincluding
in the 1930s,
many
improvements
have
beenasmade,
the use
of bunding
to
have been
made,
including
theaccommodate
use of bunding
to
increase
safe
capacity
and to
popular

until his retirement in 1970.

increase safe
capacity
to accommodate
popular
corporate
layouts.
The and
number
of traps has steadily
corporate
layouts.
number
of traps
steadily
grown
to over
100 The
to cover
all types
of has
sporting
targets

The distinctive style of shooting and tuition developed

grown
toto
over
100the
to development
cover all typesofofthe
sporting
and
also
allow
FITASCtargets
and

by Richmond Watson and Stan, encouraging beginner

and sporting
courses,
usually
100 clays
sporting
courses,
usually
shot shot
overover
100 clays
withwith
a

and established shot alike to develop and progress

a guide.
guide.

their own style, has been continued by Alan Rose and
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EXPERT TUITION
IN THE FINEST TRADITION
Twice voted ‘Best shooting ground in the country’,
we provide tailored tuition designed to match your

Young Shots
was created
for youngsters
YoungCourse
Shots Course
was created
for
Our Purdey
with little orwith
no experience,
or those with
skills
youngsters
little or no experience,
or basic
with basic

individual ability and help you develop your own
Ourteaching
teachingisisrooted
rootedin
inthe
theexpert
experttuition
tuitionof
of
style. Our

skills
who want
to improve.
Run
allround
year round
who want
to improve.
Run all
year
duringduring

the great Percy Stanbury, but we draw on the latest
sports instruction techniques to suit every shot,

cover
allcover
formsallofforms
shooting
with shotguns,
rifles and
courses
of shooting
with shotguns,

whether your interest is in game or clays.

West
With Oxfordshire.
more Ladies taking up shooting as a pastime
Purdey
Ladiesour
Course
was
created
for ladies
Our
we have
created
Ladies
Course
teaching
the with

In addition to shotgun teaching, we also offer firstclass rifle tuition
on our
shooting
first-class
rifle tuition
on100-metre
our five lane
100m range:
range
everything
from
a pre-season
zero check
toadjacent
a course
with
running
boar
set up, together
with an
of lessons.200m range. We offer everything from a
two-lane
pre-season zero to a course of lessons.

holidays and half-terms, these popular one-day courses
air-rifles,
either ofatour
rifles and at
air-rifles,
ourgrounds
groundsininWest
WestLondon
London.or

Described by The Field as one of the most
elegant shots of all time, Percy Stanbury
(Stan) created the so-called ‘Stanbury
Technique’, based on a distinctive ‘weightforward’ stance, which is favoured today
by leading shooting schools all over the
world. During WWII Stan trained many
of our fighter pilots and surface-to-air
gun crews, whilst being the outstanding
competitive shot of his time, winning many
Open Championships, both sporting and
skeet. He was chief instructor at the West
London Shooting School from 1947 until
his retirement in 1970.

busy
lifestyles.ofJoin
us for for
three
one-hour
lessons
fundamentals
shooting
beginners
and
those and
you
will to
become
an exclusive
Lady’,
with an
looking
improve.
Join us for‘Purdey
a course
of three
invitation
to join aand
friendly
competition
one-hour lessons
you will
be invitedfollowed
to join by a
Champagne
and prize-giving.
an exclusivereception
friendly competition
followed by a
Champagne reception and prize-giving.
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THE RIGBY
RIFLE RANGE &
EXPERT
TUITION
LEICA
BOAR
IN
THERUNNING
FINEST TRADITION
We arevoted
delighted
introduce
the Rigby
Range
Twice
‘Best to
shooting
ground
in theRifle
country’,
hereprovide
at Westtailored
Londontuition
Shooting
School.
have
built a
we
designed
to We
match
your
individual
abilityrifle
andrange
help you
your the
ownbest
state-of-the-art
that develop
encompasses

86

boarPurdey
to zeroing
at Shots
a challenging
200created
meters.for
Rifle
Young
Course was
Our
shooters will
benefit
flexibilityorofwith
shooting
youngsters
with
littlefrom
or nothe
experience,
basic

style.
teaching
is rooted
in the
expertShooting
tuition of
of JohnOur
Rigby
and Co.
and West
London

from prone,
seated
or sticks Run
within
covered
skills
who want
to improve.
allthe
yearfully
round
during
shooting and
huts,half-terms,
and underthese
the guidance
of our courses
holidays
popular one-day

the
greatand
Percy
Stanbury,
we draw
the latest
School,
is the
first of but
its kind
in theonLondon
area.

experienced
instructors.
Rigby
including
cover
all forms
of shooting
withrifles
shotguns,
riflesthe
and

sports
instruction
to suit every
Whether
you are atechniques
novice, preparing
for a shot,
weekend

renownedatBig
Game
and the Highland
Stalkeror
air-rifles,
either
of rifle
our grounds
in West London

whether
your interest
is in big
game
or clays.
in the country,
or hunting
game,
the Rigby Rifle

are available
for use alongside industry leading
West
Oxfordshire.

range
will get
you on target
withwe
analso
authentic
and
In
addition
to shotgun
teaching,
offer firstpractical
class
rifleapproach.
tuition on our 100-metre shooting range:

LeicaPurdey
optics,Ladies
sponsors
of the
range,with
to
Course
wasrunning
created boar
for ladies
Our
demonstrate
what
achieve.
busy
lifestyles.
Joinyou
us can
for three
one-hour lessons and

everything
from
a pre-season
checkboar,
to a course
Our five-lane
100m
range withzero
running
together
of
lessons.
with
an adjacent two-lane 200m range, will allow

you will become an exclusive ‘Purdey Lady’, with an

you to prepare for any shot from the thrill of driven

Champagne reception and prize-giving.

Described
The Field
as one
of thebusiness
most
John Rigbybyopened
his gun
making
elegant
shots
of all in
time,
Percy
Stanbury
in Dublin,
Ireland,
1775
placing
it as
(Stan)
created
so-called
‘Stanbury
the oldest
gun the
making
firm in
continuous
Technique’,
on a distinctive world.
‘weightexistence in based
the English-speaking
The
forward’
whichtheir
is favoured
company stance,
then opened
famous today
London
by
leading
schools
the
shop
on 72shooting
St James’s
streetallinover
1865.
world.
During
Stan trained
many
Building
on theWWII
long standing
relationship
of
our fighter
pilotsLondon
and surface-to-air
between
The West
Shooting School
gun
whilst
outstanding
and crews,
John Rigby
& being
Co wethe
have
partnered
competitive
shot
of his time,
winning
to provide our
combined
expertise
andmany
Open
Championships,
both
experience
to our clients
in sporting
the form and
of a
skeet.
He was chief
instructor
at the West
state-of-the-art
range
and an increased
London
Schooland
fromequipment
1947 until
offering Shooting
of rifle courses
his
retirement
in 1970.
matching
the high
standards of both
companies.

invitation to join a friendly competition followed by a
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Key principles
SJKSSHKYR½X
Poor gun-fit actively works against you and
prevents you hitting your target. Taking
account of your size and build, our expert
fitters will check four essential elements of
your gun and mount:

Length: If the stock tends to catch in your
clothing as you bring it up, it may be
too long; too short and the recoil can
bruise your shoulder

CORRECT GUN-FIT:
THE ESSENTIAL STARTING POINT
Whether you have bought your own gun, or inherited

test of your gun and your shooting stance, checking

gun. We will then provide you with a detailed set of

it from family or friends, it must fit you. Only when

everything from the length, ‘bend’ and ‘cast’ of the

specifications to take to our gunsmith or yours, who

you are comfortable with the fit of your gun can you

stock to the alignment of your eye along the barrels

will use them to ensure that your gun fits you as snugly

concentrate solely on the bird and be sure that your

and how the shape of the butt beds into your shoulder.

as your clothes do!

gun will follow your eye and shoot precisely where you

Using one of 20 fully-adjustable try-guns, you will

We can also advise you on the best accessories for your

are pointing it.

use a pattern-plate and practice clays in various

gun, the right cartridges to use and appropriate clothing

Our qualified gun-fitters will carry out a thorough

configurations to arrive at the perfect fitting for your

to wear, from shooting jackets to gloves and boots.

Bend or ‘Drop’: If the gun points too high,
there is probably not enough bend in
the stock; too low and the stock is bent
too much
Cast: ‘Cast-off’ compensates for the fact
that your shoulder is to the right of
your eye (if you are right-handed).
If the gun points left, you need more
cast-off; if to the right, you need less.
And vice versa (‘cast on’) if you are
left-handed.
Alignment: If the gun is properly mounted
and fitted, your right eye will be
exactly along the rib with your whole
eye visible above the breech
Length, bend and cast are measured
precisely to the nearest eighth of an inch
and provided to our gunsmith so that
appropriate adjustments can be made to
your gun.
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Customise your own event by combining all
your favourite pursuits in one day. Choose
from clay pigeon shooting, rifle shooting or
air-rifle shooting, with perhaps a little 4x4
driving or quad biking. Or try your hand at
fly-fishing or archery.

EXCLUSIVE CORPORATE EVENTS
AND CHARITY DAYS
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What better way to entertain clients or employees than

We’ll be glad to welcome you for shoot meetings, shoot-

a shooting party or multi-activity day at the School?

drive parties or charity clay pigeon shoots, at which you

We can tailor the format to suit you, from a morning,

can make full use of our Lodge, Bothy and 50 acres of

afternoon or evening event, to a full day.

landscaped grounds with stylish marquees and catering

Try a Brunch Shoot and be back at your desk by noon.

to the highest standard.

Or in the summer come after a day’s work and enjoy

And if you fancy something completely different, try

an Evening Shoot and barbecue. If you book a Beasley

a Macnab Day, our homage to John Buchan’s 1925

or Dickson half-day shoot, we can offer you a flexible

novel John Macnab, in which three friends turn

combination of breakfast, lunch and afternoon tea,

poachers in a challenge to local landowners. You will

alfresco or in our wonderful Stanbury’s Restaurant.

use a shotgun in our grouse butts, learn the skills of a

Or why not go the whole way and join us for a

.270 rifle on our range and be taught the delicate art of

Woodward full-day shoot?

fly-fishing in our lake.
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The 4,500-acre Great Tew estate in
Oxfordshire can lay claim to some of the most
beautiful and varied countryside in England.
It is one of our principal Game Flyer
locations and boasts the most southerly line
of grouse butts in the country. In
Inaddition
additionto
to
offering outstanding simulated game shooting
at Great Tew, we are also working with
the estate to extend our range of tuition in
the field, particularly our Young Shots and
Grouse Grouse
courses.courses.
Purdey

GAME FLYER:
A UNIQUE OUT-OF-SEASON EXPERIENCE
If you are frustrated by the brevity of the shooting

get
reala winter
shootshoot
– but- in
of anof
canto
geta to
real winter
butthe
In middle
the middle

season and your heart sinks when February comes

English
summer.
an English
summer.

around, then our simulated Game Flyer days are the

Our Game Flyer days are ideal for experienced shots.

perfect answer. From spring to autumn we can offer
you exclusive access to five
two of England’s greatest
shooting estates
‘estatesfor
foraasuperb
superbday’s
day’sclay
claypigeon
pigeon
shooting, run exactly like an authentic game shoot.
Each estate has a full range of drives simulating
Partridge, Grouse and the highest Pheasant, with eight
pegs, up to 16
18 Guns can each enjoy five outstanding
and challenging drives. An excellent lunch is provided
in
In the main house, shoot rooms or local pub and the
entire day will give you the closest experience you can

12
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However,
we arewe
delighted
to welcome
less experienced
shots. However,
are delighted
to welcome
less
shots
and novices
accompanied
by an instructor.
experienced
shots when
and novices
when accompanied
by
an one
Instructor.
As
renowned shoot specialist recently put it,
“These
really shoot
do capture
the spirit
andput
excitement
As one days
renowned
specialist
recently
it,
of
a
day
at
game,
but
with
the
speed
and
constant
“These days really do capture the spirit and excitement
volume
only clays
can the
practically
andconstant
ethically
of a daythat
at game,
but with
speed and
provide
in
the
close
season.”
volume that only clays can practically and ethically
provide In the close season.”
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By road
From M40/A40 at Polish War Memorial
take A4180 south towards Hayes &
Yeading. After ¼ mile turn right into
Sharvel Lane, opposite Lime Trees Golf
Course.

THE ULTIMATE SHOOTING CENTRE
ONE-STOP SPORTING SHOP

We serve farmhouse and traditional food with a hint of

Our Gun Room and Shop offers a full selection of

game in season, in a relaxed dining room overlooking

leading-brand shooting accessories, game & clay

the shooting grounds.

cartridges, and fine shooting clothing to suit all tastes.

Breakfasts and lunches are served daily and group

We also provide a full gunsmithing service.

bookings and meeting rooms are also available.

Whether you are looking for a new or second-hand
shotgun or rifle, you will find a comprehensive
selection to choose from, in side-by-side, over-andunder and semi-automatic configurations. An added
advantage of our Gun Room is that you can try before
you buy, and have your gun properly fitted if you
wish, so that you can be absolutely sure you have
made the right choice.

…AND A SUPERB RESTAURANT
Designed with the help of one of our clients, a wellknown celebrity chef, Stanbury’s restaurant is the
perfect venue for that special private party or dinner.
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From M4 J3 take A312 towards Harrow.
At 3rd roundabout take 2nd exit signposted
A40/M40, follow for ½ mile and turn left
into Sharvel Lane.
13
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POLISH WAR
MEMORIAL

A40

SOUTH
RUISLIP

A4180
M25

WEST LONDON
SHOOTING SCHOOL

A40

CENTRAL
LONDON

A312
M4

15/4B

M25
14

4
A4

3

4A

LONDON
HEATHROW

A406

12 miles

M4

2

1

A4
A30

By rail or tube
To South Ruislip either by Central Line or
Chiltern Turbo from Marylebone. Call us for
a local taxi number – there is a rank just
outside the station.

By air
London Heathrow is within 20 minutes by
car or taxi. Helicopter landing is available
on site by prior arrangement. All landing
details must be supplied in advance.
Map reference TQ 108838.
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